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● Open access & online partnerships

https://bit.ly/3niyXB0 

● Auckland Museum Wikipedia Workplan

https://bit.ly/3nm1aa0 

● GLAM-WIKI project page

https://bit.ly/3btfCuo 

Background

https://bit.ly/3niyXB0
https://bit.ly/3nm1aa0
https://bit.ly/3btfCuo


Aotearoa NZ Histories Curriculum

https://aotearoahistories.education.govt.nz/about/content-structure 

https://aotearoahistories.education.govt.nz/about/content-structure


Add photo● Make open access GLAM resources 

accessible to teachers and students at 

scale

● Grow education audience using Wikipedia

● Over the long term develop a new 

generation of editors

How can we leverage 
Wikipedia as a 
resource for the new 
curriculum?
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● We know that kids are using Wikipedia

● Anecdotal evidence of teacher’s 

reluctance

How is Wikipedia 
being used in New 
Zealand classrooms?

Exploring New Zealand children’s internet access, 
skills and opportunities (2019) - https://netsafe.org.nz/ 

https://netsafe.org.nz/


Understand New Zealand secondary teachers' perceptions of Wikipedia for use as a resource in 

the classroom. 

Understand whether New Zealand secondary school teachers would use editing and creating 

Wikipedia articles as a form of applied learning of historical method. 

Understand the appetite of New Zealand secondary school teachers for a pilot programme 

encouraging secondary students to take part in local history focused edit-a-thons. 

Research and synthesize current academic literature around the use of Wikipedia in the 

secondary classroom.

Research Project Aims https://bit.ly/3Nbctxn 

https://bit.ly/3Nbctxn


Dr Mark Sheehan recruited as researcher 

Mixed methodology – literature review, online survey & online interviews 
with senior teachers 

N=90 – 83 survey respondents and 7 interviews

Responses from across New Zealand

Mix of state and independent (private) and co-ed, girls and boys schools

Methodology



Responses from teachers

“anything but Wikipedia :/”



Survey results - 
https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY
Have you used Wikipedia to access information for your own interest?

https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY


Survey results - https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY
When was the last time you used Wikipedia to access information for your teaching?

https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY


Survey results - https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY
Do you encourage students to use Wikipedia to access information?

https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY


Survey results - https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY
Wikipedia can help students to examine historical sources and think critically about the past

https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY


Teacher’s response

"it generally offers easy to read 
overviews of entire topics… it often has 
useful links in it that the students can 
use… the references at the bottom of 
the page mean that students can double 
check where the info is coming from 
and can trace it back to the original 
source… when examining reliability the 
Talk and Edit pages are useful as you 
can see how the article has been 
created."



Survey results - https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY
I trust the local historical information on Wikipedia to be as reliable as other sources

https://bit.ly/3GI1FUY


Teacher saw Wikipedia as a reliable resource for national history content and valuable 
to both inform their teaching and for their students to access information for 
enquiry-based studies. 

Reliability was a concern when it came to accessing local histories on Wikipedia. It  
was not generally seen as an accurate source of information in this area.

Teachers see Wikipedia having the potential to contribute to how students learn to 
think critically about sources and develop skills to differentiate between knowledge 
that is supported by reliable evidence and unverified narratives. However, teachers 
will require further support to use Wikipedia in the classroom.

While a substantial number of teachers thought articles were well written and 
accessible, there were some who indicated their students found the reading level of  
articles too advanced.

Research Findings https://bit.ly/3Nbctxn 

https://bit.ly/3Nbctxn


Opportunity: students are using Wikipedia in New Zealand classrooms (and so are their 

teachers too!)

Gap: local history resources are not as highly trusted on Wikipedia as other content

Solution: enhance Auckland suburb pages by providing rich historical narratives illustrated 

with open access GLAM collections to provide a starting point for the study of local history

Understanding our past: using Wikipedia 
as a tool to support local history in 
Tāmaki Makaurau - bit.ly/45lMpYP
Wikimedia Foundation Alliance Fund project



● Enhance Auckland local history content 
on Wikipedia - user:Prosperosity

● Organise training and professional 
development events for local GLAMs and 
meet-ups for the local editor community

● Four students will participate in a ten 
week summer studentship editing local 
history content relevant to them

● Work with teacher advisors to ensure the 
content is useful and relevant for their 
classrooms

Four project 
phases



Editing phase
Māngere_Bridge_(suburb)

September 2021



Editing phase
Māngere_Bridge_(suburb)

Current Page



Editing phase
Māngere_Bridge_(suburb)

Current Page

Rich historical narrative



Editing phase
Māngere_Bridge_(suburb)

Current Page

Rich historical narrative

Current Page

Illustrated with content 
from local GLAM 
institutions



Editing phase
Māngere_Bridge_(suburb)

Current Page

Rich historical narrative

Current Page

Illustrated with content 
from local GLAM 
institutions

Detailed references, print 
references and links to 
relevant digitised content



bit.ly/3QtpS8p - Project Dashboard

264 articles created

314k words added

1.84k articles edited

4.53k references 
added

1383 images added



Learnings so far ● Targeted editing enables us to create 
content that covers 73% of regions and 37% 
of suburbs where students live.

● Post-World War Two history is more difficult 
because of a lack of written history

● As is Auckland’s multi-cultural history, 
particularly for Pasifika people, but also 
migrants from 1970s onwards

● Maori history is incomplete and relies on 
Treaty of Waitangi reports for traditional and 
customary knowledge about areas

● There is a bias towards wealthier, 
predominantly Pakeha (European) suburbs 

● Organising and sustaining regular meetups 
with the community is difficult!



● GLAM professional development 
workshops - online and onsite

● Summer Students!

● Meetings with teachers to ensure 
work is relevant and useful for them

● Sharing methodology and project 
learning with other GLAM institutions 
and NZ historical community

● Longer term goals around ensuring 
Wikipedia is a trusted resource and 
growing the local editor base 

What’s next?



A big thanks to:

- Wikimedia Foundation Alliance 
Fund

- Wikimedia Foundation Staff
- Aotearoa NZ User Group
- Dr Mark Sheehan
- Marty Blayney

Thank you!

user: jetaynz

email: jtaylor@aucklandmuseum.com


